Positive Footprints
We Design and Build Sustainable Homes for You and the Future
Imagine if every home that was built actually benefitted the environment?
That was the idea behind Positive Footprints when it formed over
10 years ago, to specialise exclusively in Designing and Constructing
Sustainable Homes, and to make living lightly easy to achieve.
Today our new homes are 8 or 9 star in energy performance, and use
only 30% of mains water compared to a standard 6 star home. We pride
ourselves in selecting materials that are low in embodied energy, do
not contribute to the loss of rainforest & habitat, nor off-gas dangerous
chemicals to the internal environment. Combined with photovoltaics,
solar hot water and efficient appliances, our houses are able to be truly
Carbon Positive, meaning they will use less energy than they produce.
We apply passive solar design as a basis with our perspective of style
and form, and interrogate the design through Energy Rating from an
early stage. The outcome is a house that is warm, bright, spacious,
welcoming and functional.
By combining designers, architects, and energy assessors with our
construction team, we make sure that the vision and performance of your
Custom Design or Renovation is delivered on site, and environmental
systems and insulation are properly installed in a quality build.
We also provide consultation and advice for existing plans,
and now offer a range of ready-to-go 9 star designs.
It is possible to have a house which is beautiful, economical
to run, and treads lightly on the environment…
Make your footprint positive

9 Star* Sustainable Homes Now Available
Pre-Designed and Constructed by Positive Footprints, ready to go on your land
Our 9 star series represents a culmination of our experience in the field of custom designed sustainable housing
Passive Solar Design
Sustainable Material Selection
Healthy House Design
Water Efficiencey
Rainwater Integration
Photovoltaic & Solar Hot Water
Design for Access & Mobility
Designs for all orientations
*use 75% less energy than 6 star homes and 1/10th energy of standard homes
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